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Abstract Using first principles electronic structure
calculations, we have explored the effects of sepa-
rate substitutional dopings with Cd/Cr dopants on the
structural, mixing and electronic properties of binary
CunAg13−n nano-clusters for every possible compo-
sition of its two constituents. Both the two classes of
the doped CuAg clusters as well as the undoped CuAg
clusters, adopt a core-shell structural pattern. It is seen
that both types of dopings induce enhanced charge
transfer and, thereby, increase the mixing trend. We
find that the Cd doping for the binary CuAg clusters
is energetically more favorable, while the Cr doping
would prefer to dope in the mono-atomic Cu13 cluster.
The enhanced mixing trend of the doped CuAg nano-
clusters, has also been verified by studying the melting
behavior of their magic compositions.
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Introduction

While properties of nano-clusters are highly sensitive
to cluster structures, sizes, and charge states on an
atom-by-atom basis in general (de Heer 1993), alloyed
nano-clusters are specially interesting because chem-
ical composition as well as ordering of the different
species of atoms, provide some additional degrees
of freedom for engineering their properties (Ferrando
et al. 2008). Researches on binary nano-clusters have
received particular attention due to their widespread
applications in recent time for catalysis (Arrii et al.
2004), electronics (Shipway et al. 2000), optics (Cor-
tie and McDonagh 2011; Li and Chen 2013), mag-
netic instruments (Sun et al. 2000), and bio-medicines
(Nayak et al. 2017) and also because of the tremen-
dous advancement in their synthesis procedures dur-
ing last few decades (Major et al. 2009). Study of
cluster structures and device means to improve its rela-
tive stability has been a subject of considerable interest
as they play a crucial role to determine its function-
ality. It is important to note here that doping by just
single impurity atom of suitable species can often
help to improve the cluster’s stability as well as fun-
sionality in considerable amount as shown previously
for several smaller sized mono-atomic clusters (Datta
et al. 2009; Datta et al. 2011; Mottet et al. 2005).

Equilibrium structural morphology and distribution
of the different species of atoms within the struc-
ture of the alloy nano-clusters are influenced by sev-
eral things like physico-chemical properties of the
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constituting atomic species, nanoparticle size, compo-
sition, and surrounding environment/interfaces as well
as conditions, and above all, by the method of clus-
ter synthesis (Ferrando et al. 2008). Structures and
electronic properties of several technologically rele-
vant binary nano-clusters have been studied recently
(Chen et al. 2017). An interesting fact about the binary
nano-clusters is that the constituent species of dissim-
ilar atomic sizes which usually do not mix in their
bulk phases often show favorable mixing tendency due
to the reduction of size, surface as well as interface
effects and also due to some kinetically driven non-
equilibrium processes that they may undergo (Rapallo
et al. 2005). Furthermore, structures and composition
of the binary nano-clusters having the highest mixing
are mostly different from that expected according to
their bulk phase diagram.

Copper and silver are two isoelectronic noble metal
elements which have a large miscibility gap in their
bulk phases (Subramanian and Perepezko 1993; Del-
sante et al. 2015). Likewise, for CuAg nano-clusters,
there is a quite sufficient number of works which
show that the CuAg nano-clusters for any size do not
mix at equilibrium and present core-shell structures
of some kind (Tchaplyguine et al. 2013; Malviya and
Chattopadhyay 2016; Baletto et al. 2002; Molayem
et al. 2011; Barcaro et al. 2006; Baletto et al. 2003;
Grammatikopoulos et al. 2016; Delogu 2010; Schick
et al. 1994). Such core-shell structure of the CuAg
nano-clusters possesses some advanced functionali-
ties in nano dimension, such as enhanced oxidation
resistance property (Kim et al. 2014). CuAg nano-
clusters are also important for their bactericidal effects
(Benetti et al. 2019). Further, they tend to combine
the catalytic and magnetic properties of the elemental
copper clusters with the catalytic and optical prop-
erties such as surface plasmon resonance effects of
the silver clusters. Consequently, the binary CuAg
nano-clusters have received immense technological
importance due to their uses in catalysis, electronics,
and optical devices (Kim et al. 2010; Li et al. 2015).

Experimental studies often indicate that core-shell
arrangement with Cu core embedded within a Ag shell
as the favorable geometry (Tchaplyguine et al. 2013).
Theoretical studies by DFT calculations (Baletto
et al. 2002; Molayem et al. 2011) also mostly indi-
cate special stability of the core-shell structure for
the CuAg nano-alloys resulting from the effects of
size-mismatch, bond order-bond length correlation

(Pauling 1960), and the tendency for surface segrega-
tion of Ag atoms due to its lower surface energy as
well as cohesive energy. Several experimental works
in combination with theoretical analysis have been
conducted to explore the main driving factors for tran-
sition among the different chemical configurations of
the CuAg nano-clusters at different conditions (Lan-
glois et al. 2012; Peng et al. 2015). The outcomes
of these studies commonly indicate a fact that the
overall geometric structure, chemical configuration,
and the shape as well as placement of its inner core
are strictly correlated. Furthermore, the CuAg nano-
clusters are found to possess an off-centered asym-
metric Cu core to release the internal strain arising
from the size-mismatch of the two species of dissim-
ilar atoms (Laasonen et al. 2013). Such off-centered
core-shell nano-particle has been since demonstrated
as the most stable configuration for many non-mixing
systems as CuAg (Bochicchio and Ferrando 2013).
Irrespective of any microscopic origin, the weak mix-
ing trend of the CuAg nano-clusters is the primary
driving factor for its flexibility towards adopting the
different geometric patterns.

In the present work, we have predicted a means
to enhance the mixing trend in the case of a total
13-atom sized CuAg nano-clusters keeping intact its
core-shell structural pattern, by substitutional dop-
ings with a Cd atom or a Cr atom in place of a Ag
atom of the host CunAg13−n nanoclusters (i.e., dop-
ing concentration ∼ 7.7 atom%). Using spin-polarized
density functional theory based electronic structure
calculations, we have thoroughly analyzed here the
equilibrium structures, mixing behavior and electronic
properties of the CunAg13−n , CdCunAg12−n, and
CrCunAg12−n clusters for all possible compositions.
Our analysis of electronic properties for the minimum
energy structures (MES) shows that the CuAg nano-
clusters are seen to exhibit a small degree of charge
transfer between the two species of constituting atoms,
which causes their weak mixing trend. On the other
hand, the mixing energy has enhanced significantly
upon either of the Cd doping or Cr doping. We note
that either of the dopants induces an increased charge
transfer between the dopant atom and its surround-
ing constituent atoms of the host system, which in
turn increases the mixing for the two classes of the
doped systems. Between the two types of dopings,
the Cr doping is seen to be particularly special for
the binary CuAg nano-clusters, as it not only induces



increased mixing but also brings about some spectac-
ular changes to the trend of variations for both the
adopted optimal structural patterns as well as mixing
energies compared with those of the undoped CuAg
nano-clusters. Our further analysis shows that while
the Cd doping for the bimetallic CuAg clusters is ener-
getically preferred, the Cr doping would prefer to dope
in the mono-atomic Cu13 clusters.

The cluster of magic composition having the high-
est mixing is also associated with the largest HOMO-
LUMO gap among the all compositions for each
system. We note that the values of the HOMO-LUMO
gaps for the doped systems are an order of magnitude
larger compared with that of the undoped CuAg nano-
clusters, which is in accordance with their enhanced
mixing. The trend of enhanced mixing for the 13-atom
sized CuAg clusters upon Cd/Cr dopings has also been
verified directly for a 55-atom sized Cu7Ag48 clus-
ter. Furthermore, in order to validate the results of
increased mixing trend upon doping from thermody-
namic point of view, we perform molecular dynamic
melting simulations for the MESs of the magic com-
positions of the three cluster systems and analyze them
in terms of caloric curves and root-mean-square bond-
length fluctuation. Our analysis shows that both the
MESs of the magic composition for the Cd-doped and
Cr-doped CuAg nano-clusters, have higher melting
temperatures than that of the magic composition for
the undoped CuAg nano-cluster. Interestingly, the Cr-
doped CuAg nano-cluster of the magic composition,
has a much larger melting temperature too, which is in
accordance with its super enhanced mixing trend.

Computational details

Spin-polarized first principles calculations reported
in this study were performed using DFT within the
framework of pseudo potential plane wave method,
as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP) (Vienna ab initio simulation pack-
age (VASP) 1999; Kresse and Hafner 1993; Kresse
and Furthmuller 1996). 3d as well as 4s electrons
for the transition metal Cr and Cu atoms and 4d

as well as 5s electrons for the late transition metal
Ag and Cd atoms were treated as valance electrons.
The interaction between the valance electrons and
ion core has been described by the projected aug-
mented wave (PAW) pseudo potential (Blöchl 1994;

Kresse and Joubert 1999), while exchange correlation
energy functional was considered under the frame-
work of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as
formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)
(Perdew et al. 1996). Energy cutoff for plane wave
expansion was set to 400 eV. The convergence of the
energies with respect to the cutoff value was checked.
Further, for the cluster calculations, a simple cubic
super-cell was used with the periodic boundary con-
ditions, where two neighboring clusters were kept
separated by around 12 Å vacuum space. The large
cell-size essentially makes the interaction between
cluster images negligible. Reciprocal space integra-
tions were carried out at the � point.

Determination of global structural patterns for
nano-alloys is a formidable task (Ferando et al. 2008).
The commonly used strategies are mostly based on
genetic algorithm (Johnston 2003) or basin hopping
algorithm (Wales and Doye 1997) or Monte Carlo
simulation (Subbaraman and Sankaranarayanan 2011)
or simulated annealing (Fromen et al. 2006). For
our studied clusters with size of 13 atoms which
is not too large, we have adopted the simulated
annealing approach as implemented in the VASP
code. We used thermodynamically motivated ab-initio
Born-Oppenhaimer molecular dynamic-based simu-
lated annealing to explore the potential energy sur-
face. Then, the derived structures have been followed
through further re-optimization using symmetry unre-
stricted zero temperature relaxation technique for all
possible spin multiplicities in collinear calculations to
attend their overall MESs with optimal magnetic con-
figuration for every composition of the CunAg13−n

clusters and their Cd/Cr-doped counterparts.
In the process of our simulated annealing calcula-

tions, the clusters were first heated up to a tempera-
ture, TM , which is well above the melting temperature
of the respective systems. The melted structures were
then maintained at this temperature for at least 6 ps
and finally allowed to cool down again to 0 K. The
cooling process has been done for a longer period
and maintained at a very slow rate of 1 K in 1 ns
throughout the process. A recent study on the melt-
ing mechanism of binary Cu13Ag27 nano-cluster by
molecular dynamics simulation indicates a melting
temperature range of 620–840 K (Asgari and Behne-
jad 2013). Thus, we decide that a choice of TM =
1000 K would be sufficient for melting in cases of the
undoped CuAg clusters. The doped CuAg clusters, on



the other hand, always show an enhanced mixing trend
compared to that of the undoped CuAg clusters. More-
over, the degree of enhancement is different for the Cd
dopings and Cr dopings. Therefore, the doped CuAg
clusters may have a melting temperature above 1000
K and thus the choice of TM = 1000 K for the doped
clusters may fail to escape the valley of the starting
structures. In order to ensure that, we have consid-
ered starting structures of 2000 K (i.e.TM = 2000 K)
in the simulated annealing calculations for the doped
clusters. Further, we consider MES for a given com-
position as another starting geometry in the simulated
annealing run for the other compositions.

It is to be noted here that in our simulated anneal-
ing runs for exploring the potential energy surface
(PES), we start with some favorable starting structural
motifs as shown in Section S1 (Fig. 1) of the Sup-
plementary Information (SI) to speed up the global
exploration of the PES. Five different structural pat-
terns have been considered, which include most of
the ordered and disordered structures reported so far
for the 13-atom sized clusters. The structures obtained
out of the simulated annealing runs, have been re-
optimized using conventional zero temperature relax-
ation techniques such as conjugate gradient and quasi-
Newtonian methods. Symmetry unrestricted geometry
optimizations for these isomers were performed until
all the force components and energy difference of
two consecutive self-consistent cycles were less than a
threshold value of 0.001 eV/Å and 0.0001 eV respec-
tively. To ensure the reliability of the finally obtained
lowest energy structures as the ground state configu-
ration, we further perform their vibrational frequency
analysis as given in the Section S2 (Fig. 2) of SI.

Results and discussions

Optimized structures

Undoped CuAg clusters

Depending on the species of constituting atoms, nano-
clusters containing finite number of total atoms can
exhibit electronic and geometric magic numbers cor-
responding to the cluster sizes of exceptionally high
stability compared to its neighboring sizes (Martin
et al. 1992; Baguenard et al. 1994). For nano-clusters
of closed packed metals, the lowest geometric magic

number is usually 13. We focus here on structure,
mixing, and electronic properties of the binary CuAg
nano-clusters having not too small sizes as they con-
tain total 13 atoms and are aiming to engineer these
properties by separate substitutional dopings with Cd
as well as Cr atoms. The valence electronic config-
uration of the group 1B elements is characterized by
a filled valance d-orbital and a half-filled s-orbital.
The itinerant s-electron primarily governs their prop-
erties. Therefore, the electronic structures of their
clusters depend very much on the number of atoms
and if they are even or odd (Chen et al. 2013). Mono-
atomic clusters of the coinage metal elements having
a filled d-shell usually adopt amorphous structural
patterns (Oviedo and Palmer 2002). It is seen that
their asymmetric morphologies are energetically more
stable than symmetric isomers. First principles DFT-
based calculations on the pure Cu13 and Ag13 clusters
mostly indicated low symmetric disordered structures
in the past. For examples, the previously reported
structures for the two pure clusters by DFT calcu-
lations show highly asymmetric amorphous structure
(Oviedo and Palmer 2002), buckled bi-planar structure
(Chang and Chou 2004), and disordered hexagonal
bi-layered structure (Piotrowski et al. 2010). Other
calculations based on empirical potentials, however,
mostly indicate symmetric icosahedral structure for
the Cu13 and Ag13 clusters due to spurious effects
of bonding (Erkoc and Shaltaf 1999). Our calculated
structures in the present study are also of disorder
nature. We found that the optimized structures of both
the pure clusters, i.e., the Cu13 and Ag13 clusters have
a low symmetric motif composed of coupled pentag-
onal bi-pyramidal sections. Interestingly, our findings
of the optimal structures for the pure mono-atomic
clusters are seemingly in accordance with the recent
report of compact structures composed exclusively of
triangular motifs (Chou et al. 2013) for the 13-atom
sized clusters of elements without d-electrons or with
filled d-band electrons.

For the case of the undoped or doped nano-clusters,
the degree of mixing/segregation among the different
species of constituting atoms depends on a com-
plex interplay of various parameters, such as atomic
radius, surface energy of the elements in their bulk
phases, electronegativity difference, and strength of
homo-nuclear versus hetero-nuclear nearest neighbor
(NN) bonds (Ferrando et al. 2008). To have a primary
indication about the trend of the adopted structural



Table 1 Atomic radius (r), bulk cohesive energy (Ec), sur-
face energy (S) and electronegativity (χ) of the constituent
elements.a

Element r (Å) Ec (eV/atom) S (meV/Å2) χ

Ag 1.445 2.950 78.0 1.93

Cu 1.280 3.490 113.9 1.90

Cd 1.510 1.160 47.5 1.69

Cr 1.280 4.100 143.6 1.66

aDavid R. Lide (ed), CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
84th Edition, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 2003

patterns for the studied systems, we have provided the
values of the atomic radius, bulk cohesive energy, sur-
face energy, and electronegativity of the constituent
elements in Table 1 from literature. It is seen from the
Table 1 that the CuAg system is characterized by a
large size mismatch between the two species of consti-
tuting atoms, in which Cu is smaller than Ag by about
12 %. Due to this large size-mismatch, silver and cop-
per are almost immiscible in their bulk phase having
only 0.1 % solid solution at 298 K (Subramanian and
Perepezko 1993). For CuAg nano-clusters, the local
strain energy effects are, therefore, likely to lead to the
formation of a core-shell like structural pattern with
the more cohesive and smaller sized Cu atoms at the

core and less cohesive bigger sized Ag-atoms at the
surface.

Figure 1 shows our calculated MESs of the
CunAg13−n nano-clusters of all compositions. As
clearly seen, overall structural patterns of the binary
CuAg nano-clusters tend towards a less symmet-
ric amorphous motif throughout the whole range of
compositions having no correlation with the starting
morphologies. The resulting optimized structures of
the CuAg nano-clusters, however, maintain a com-
mon symmetry in the sense that each structure consists
of several coupled pentagonal bi-pyramids (PBPs)
as seen previously for the two pure clusters (Chou
et al. 2013). Note that the optimal MES for each of
the CunAg13−n nano-clusters carries a total magnetic
moment of 1 μB in accordance with previous results
(Yen and Lai 2016), arising from the single unpaired
“s” electron among the total 13 valence “s” electrons
for each cluster. It is to be mentioned here that the
CuAg clusters represent a binary system consisting of
the two isoelectronic elements. Previous calculations
on another isoelectronic binary system consisting of
early 3d-4d transition metal elements, namely TiZr
nano-clusters, predicted to have an icosahedral mor-
phology throughout the whole range of compositions
without any drastic changes for the overall structural
pattern with composition (Datta and Saha-Dasgupta

Fig. 1 Minimum energy
structures of CunAg13−n

clusters for all
compositions. The blue
(darker gray) and green
(light gray) colored balls
represent Cu and Ag atoms,
respectively. This
convention of color for Cu
and Ag atoms will be
followed in all the structure
related figures in this paper



2013) - similar trend of maintaining identical struc-
tural patterns with composition variation as seen in the
present case of the CuAg nano-clusters. In contrary,
some other isoelectronic binary systems consisting of
half-filled 3d-4d transition metal elements, namely
MnTc nano-clusters, have been predicted to undergo a
clear structural transition with the variation of compo-
sition (Datta and Saha-Dasgupta 2014).

For the binary CuAg nano-clusters, it is also seen
in the present study that coordination site rule plays an
obvious role in stabilizing the binary systems as seen
previously for the binary NiAg nano-clusters (Datta
et al. 2017). In the case of the Ag-rich CuAg clus-
ters, the Cu atoms occupy the more coordinated sites.
On the other hand, the Ag atoms occupy the less
coordinated sites for the Cu-rich clusters. As a result,
the average coordinations per Cu site as well as Ag
site increase with the increase of Ag concentration,
though the increase of the average Cu site coordina-
tion is faster. Both the average coordinations per Cu
site and Ag site reach the maximum value for the
CuAg12 cluster. In the binary CuAg clusters, three
types of NN bonds exist: Cu-Cu, CuAg, Ag-Ag. By
analyzing the optimized structures, we note that the
average bond lengths vary in the range 2.47–2.53 Å
for the Cu−Cu NN bonds, 2.78–2.86Å for the Ag−Ag
NN bonds and intermediate values of 2.65–2.72 Å for
the Cu−Ag NN bonds. To compare the trend in the
NN bond lengths of the optimized CunAg13−n clus-
ters with those of the corresponding dimer molecules,
we analyzed the optimized structures of the three
dimer molecules. Our calculated dimer bond-lengths
and their respective experimental values from litera-
ture, are given in Table 2. For the dimer molecules, it

Table 2 Calculated and experimental bond-lengths of the three
dimer molecules out of the constituent atomic species

Dimers Bond-lengths (Å)

Calculated Experimental

Cu-Cu 2.222 2.2221

Cu-Ag 2.398 2.372

Ag-Ag 2.586 2.5291

1K. P. Huber and G. Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and Molecu-
lar Structure I (Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1950)
2Kenneth J Kalunde (ed.), Free Atoms, Clusters and Nanoscale
Particles, ISBN 0-1 2-41 0760-5, p. 177. Academic Press, New
York (1994)

is also seen that the mixed Cu−Ag dimer has an equi-
librium bond-length intermediate of the bond-lengths
for the two homo-atomic dimers.

Doped CuAg clusters

Interestingly, the optimized structures of the two
classes of the doped CuAg nano-clusters depict two
different types of growth patterns, as presented in
Fig. 2. It is seen that the MESs for the Cd-doped CuAg
nano-clusters follow almost the similar type of struc-
tural patterns as those of the undoped CuAg nano-
clusters in the sense that they are also low dimensional
disordered structures consisting of coupled PBPs. The
degree of disorderness is rather large in the case of
the optimized structure of the Cd-doped CuAg clus-
ters, specially around the region of Cd dopant, as
the Cd atom here positions at the least coordinated
site of the structure because of its inability towards
bonding due to its filled valence orbitals. Likewise,
the Cu atoms position at the high coordinated sites
due to its higher cohesiveness and the average Cu-site
coordination as well as Ag site coordination usually
increase with the increase of Ag-concentration. The
average Cu−Cd (Ag−Cd) bond lengths vary around
2.65–2.78 Å (2.85–3.24 Å).

On the other hand, the optimized structures of the
Cr-doped CuAg nano-clusters display a spectacular
structural change compared with those of the undoped
analog and adopt a compact icosahedral growth pat-
tern throughout the whole range of compositions with
the Cr atom always sitting at the most coordinated
central site of the icosahedron. The Cr atom being of
smaller sized compared with Ag and also being highly
cohesive fits well at the central site of the icosahe-
dral structure and causes a better relaxation of the
strain prevailed due to the size mismatch of the two
atomic species of the host nano-clusters. Such struc-
tural transition from a less symmetric structure of the
host nano-clusters to a symmetric icosahedral struc-
ture upon doping with a single impurity atom in a
13-atom sized nano-cluster has also been reported pre-
viously in several cases such as for Cu13 cluster with
Cr doping (Datta et al. 2015) and Co13 cluster (Datta
et al. 2007) with V doping (Datta et al. 2009) as well as
Mn doping (Ganguly et al. 2008). The MESs of the Cr-
doped CuAg clusters, being of icosahedral structure,
have always the average coordinations of 6 at the Cu
site as well as Ag site. The average Cu−Cr as well as



Fig. 2 Minimum energy structures of the Cd-doped (upper panel) and Cr-doped (bottom panel) CunAg13−n clusters. Magenta and
red colored balls represent Cd atom and Cr atom respectively

Ag−Cr bond lengths show a gradual increasing trend
with the increase of Ag-concentration and vary around
2.40–2.45 Å for the 〈Cu−Cr〉 bond-lengths (2.67–
2.73 Å for the 〈Ag−Cr〉 bond-lengths). Interestingly,
either of the two doping cases bloats the magnetism
of the CuAg nano-clusters completely, meaning each
of the MESs for the Cd-doped as well as Cr-doped
CuAg nano-clusters becomes nonmagnetic. It will be
discussed in detail in “Magnetic properties.”

Core-shell like structural patterns

From the structural analysis of the MESs for the Cr-
doped CuAg nano-clusters, it is seen that each of them
has an icosahedral structural pattern with the dopant
Cr atom at the center of the icosahedron and the con-
stituent Cu and Ag atoms are on the surface of the
icosahedron. Furthermore, the Cu atoms on the sur-
face are colonized and remain relatively closer to the
central Cr atom than the overall Cr-Ag separation for
the surface Ag atoms. So a trend towards a core-shell-
like structural pattern is obviously indicated in the
case of the Cr-doped CuAg nano-clusters.

However, the investigation of the core-shell pattern
is indeed questionable for a cluster of 13 atoms, in
which most of the atoms belong to the surface and
the interior atoms do not necessarily have the bulk
structure. In order to quantify the chemical ordering
of the different species of atoms in the MESs for the
other two classes of the nano-clusters, namely the host
CuAg clusters and Cd-doped CuAg clusters, we have,
however, calculated the percentage of the number of
various species of atoms (i.e., Cu, Ag, or Cd atoms)
in a spherical cell of width δr at a distance between
r and r + δr from the center of the cluster, which is
analyzed here as a quantity, called radial distribution
function (RDF) (Datta et al. 2017). Section S3 (Fig. 3)
of SI contains the plot of the RDF for the CunAg13−n

and CdCunAg12−n nano-clusters. It is seen that there
is an indication for the Ag atoms to be positioned away
from the center, while the Cu atoms prefer to stay
closer to the center of the clusters. However, the dif-
ferences in RDF could be understood primarily by the
different radius of Cu and Ag atoms. It is, therefore,
seen that though the formation of a core-shell struc-
ture in a 13-atom sized cluster, is not expected to be



distinctly obvious, a trend towards adopting a core-
shell like pattern in the optimized structures of the
CuAg and Cd-doped CuAg clusters is also indicated
from our analysis of RDF. This finding is in accor-
dance with the previous report for the binary CuAg
nano-clusters (Tchaplyguine et al. 2013; Baletto et al.
2002; Molayem et al. 2011).

Mixing trend and electronic properties

In order to estimate stability of the binary CuAg clus-
ters against segregation, we analyze mixing energy
(Emix) as defined in the following. The mixing energy
measures the energy gain for the binary cluster with
respect to the segregated phases of the two mono-
atomic clusters of the constituting species present in
the binary alloy (Datta et al. 2017). Following the
definitions of mixing energy, we can formulate it for
the undoped binary CuAg clusters by the following
equation:

E
undoped
mix = E(CunAg13−n) − n

13
E(Cu13)

−13 − n

13
E(Ag13) (1)

where E(CunAg13−n), E(Cu13), and E(Ag13) are the
total energies of the optimized structures of the
undoped CuAg, pristine Cu13, and Ag13 clusters
respectively.

For the doped CuAg clusters (specified as
D@CunAg12−n with D = Cd, Cr), the mixing energy
is formulated in a straight forward way as the case
of a ternary cluster. So the mixing energy for the
doped bimetallic CuAg clusters is defined as (Fer-
rando 2016):

E
doped
mix = E(CunAg12−nD) − n

13
E(Cu13)

−12 − n

13
E(Ag13) − 1

13
E(D13) (2)

where E(CunAg12−nD) is the total energies for the
optimized structures of the doped CuAg cluster and
E(D13) is the energy of the optimized structure for a
13-atom sized pure cluster of the D element. Accord-
ing to the definition, a negative value of the calculated
mixing energy indicates favorable mixing. From the
above formulation of mixing energy, it should be
noted that all summands are related to clusters of same
size, even for the single dopant atom.

Figure 3 shows the plot of our calculated mixing
energies for all compositions of the three systems.
First, it is to be noted from the Fig. 3 that the mix-
ing energy is negative for all compositions of the three
systems, indicating the alloy formation is energetically
fessible for the whole range of compositions with the
cluster size of total 13 atoms for each system. It is
seen from the variation of the mixing energy for the
undoped CuAg and Cd@CunAg12−n clusters that the
mixing energy first decreases with the increasing Cu
concentration in the Ag-rich clusters; then, it reaches
the minimum and finally increases with the increas-
ing Cu concentration for the Cu-rich clusters. On the
other hand, the mixing energy for the Cr-doped CuAg
clusters first increases and reaches the maximum for
the CuAg11Cr cluster, after which the mixing energy
decreases monotonically with the increasing Cu con-
centration and finally attains the minimum value for
the Cu12Cr cluster. The upward shifting in the mix-
ing energy curve for the Cr-doped clusters, around
CuAg11Cr cluster, indicates that this cluster has the
least mixing energy among the all Cr-doped clusters.
From the variation of mixing energy for the three
systems as plotted in the Fig. 3, it is seen that the mix-
ing energy curve takes an almost symmetric parabolic
shape with the minimun around 50:50 composition
for the undoped CuAg and Cd@CunAg12−n clus-
ters, while the mixing energy curve takes a concave
downward shape for the Cr-doped clusters.

Comparing the relative magnitude of the mixing
energies for the three systems, first it is seen that the
mixing trend is rather weak for the undoped binary
CuAg clusters, which is reflected by the lower order
of magnitude for the mixing energies in Fig. 3 along
the ordinate (i.e., energy axis). It is important to men-
tion at this point for comparison that binary NiAg
system is also characterized by size mismatch criteria
similar to that of the binary CuAg systems. However,
the order of magnitudes for the mixing energy in the
case of the binary CuAg clusters is weaker compared
with that of the NiAg clusters (Datta et al. 2017).
On the other hand, the mixing energies of the doped
CuAg nano-clusters are consistently more negative for
the both cases compared with those of the undoped
host CuAg cluster having identical Cu concentration,
which implies both the dopings are associated with an
enhanced mixing for the CuAg nano-clusters. In the
mixing energy curves of the Fig. 3 for the doped CuAg
clusters, the two end points correspond to Cd or Cr



Fig. 3 Variation of mixing
energies (left panel) and
number of mixed bonds
(right panels) as a function
of Cu atom concentration
for the MESs of the
CunAg13−n (top),
CdCunAg12−n (middle) and
CrCunAg12−n (bottom)
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doping in the mono-atomic Cu13 and Ag13 clusters.
Between the two kinds of dopings in the either mono-
atomic cluster, it is seen that the Cr doping would be
energetically more favorable. Furthermore, between
the Cr dopings in the Cu13 and Ag13 clusters, the
formation of the Cu12Cr cluster is preferred.

For an alloyed cluster, magic composition is an
important concept. The magic composition possess-
ing the highest mixing corresponds to the composition
having the most negative mixing energy. From the
mixing energy plot for the 13-atom sized CuAg clus-
ters, our predicted magic composition corresponds to
the Cu5Ag8 cluster. Note that previous works by DFT
calculations on the binary CuAg nano-clusters also
indicate the magic composition for a Ag-rich clus-
ter (Molayem et al. 2011). Our calculations predict
the magic compositions as Cu5Ag7Cd and Cu12Cr
clusters for the Cd-doped and Cr-doped CuAg nano-
clusters, respectively.

As the studied clusters constitute of transition metal
elements containing d-orbitals, inclusion of electron-
electron correlation and exchange energies within the
Hamiltonian (through U and J parameters) may affect

the trend in the the variation of the calculated mix-
ing energies. However, the participating atoms have
mostly filled d-orbital (Cu, Ag, Cd atoms have filled
d-orbital and only the Cr atom has a partially filled
3d-orbital). Therefore, this effect is expected to be not
significant. To ensure the effects of exchange correla-
tion functional on the calculated mixing energies, we
have recalculated the mixing energies using PBE+U
method (Anisimov et al. 1997; Dudarev et al. 1998)
(as implemented in VASP) for the magic composition
of the undoped and doped systems. Our calculated
mixing energies using PBE and PBE + U methods
for the magic composition of the three cluster systems
have been given in Table 3 for comparison. It is seen
that though the quantitative values change slightly,
the overall trend of enhanced mixing upon dopings
remains intact for both the methods.

For direct verification of the trend of enhanced mix-
ing in the case of a larger sized CuAg cluster with
a single dopant atom, we also study the structural
and mixing properties of a 55-atom sized icosahedral
Cu7Ag48 cluster and its Cd- as well as Cr-doped coun-
terparts (i.e., doping concentration ∼ 1.8 atom%).



Table 3 Calculated mixing energies of the magic composition
for the three systems using PBE and PBE + U methods

Cluster Mixing energy (eV)

PBE PBE + U1

Cu5Ag8 −0.489 −0.487

CdCu5Ag7 −0.902 −0.901

Cu12Cr −1.997 −2.101

1The used values of U and J parameters in our PBE + U calcu-
lations are U = 2.0, J = 0 for Cu; U = 3.0, J = 1.0 for Ag; U =
2.0, J = 0 for Cd; and U = 5, J = 0 for Cr. Energy convergence
was achieved in PBE + U calculations for these values of U and
J parameters

This composition was predicted in a previous work,
as one of the stable compositions for the case of a
55-atom sized CuAg cluster (Molayem et al. 2011).
Interestingly, our calculations for the bigger sized
CuAg cluster retain the enhanced mixing trend too
upon Cd and Cr dopings, similar to the trend seen
for the 13-atom sized CuAg clusters. Note that we
have used the structure of a Cu7Ag48 cluster from
Cambridge Cluster Database (Wales et al. 2018) as an
initial morphology for the 55-atom sized cluster in our
calculations. The optimized structure and quantitative
values of mixing energies for the case of the 55-atom
sized undoped and doped Cu7Ag48 clusters are given
in Section S4 of SI (cf. Fig. 4).

In order to understand the trend in the variation of
mixing energies, we first analyze the distribution of
various species of atoms in the optimized structure and
try to explore how the atom-atom interactions evolve
to maximize the mixing for a given composition. To
make our approach simpler, we focus on NN interac-
tions. The equilibrium structures of the alloy clusters
consist of various types of NN dimers. Number and
relative strength of these dimers can give a qualita-
tive understanding about the trend in mixing for the
alloyed systems. Note that one recent work explores
the role of hetero-atomic coordination number as
an efficient collective variable to simulate chemical
reordering in cases of phase-segregated nano-alloys
(Rossi and Baletto 2017). For our studied binary CuAg
clusters, the Cu-Ag NN dimers are the sole mixed
dimers. Apart from the Cu-Ag NN mixed dimers, the
MESs of the two doped clusters, on the other hand,
contain two additional types of NN mixed dimers,
namely D-Cu and D-Ag dimers where “D” denotes

the dopant atom. For the Cd-doped CuAg clusters,
the Cu-Ag NN mixed dimers are stronger than the
Cd-Ag or Cd-Cu NN mixed dimers. This is readily
understandable as the ability of the Cd atom towards
bond formation is weaker because of its filled valence
shell. Likewise, the Cr-Cu NN mixed dimers of the Cr-
doped CuAg clusters are more stronger than the Cr-Ag
or Cu-Ag NN mixed dimers because of an enhanced
hybridization. The right column of the Fig. 3 shows
the plot for the variations of the number of the NN
mixed Cu-Ag bonds for the MESs of the CuAg as well
as Cd-doped CuAg clusters and the variation of the
number of the NN mixed Cu-Cr dimers for the MESs
of the Cr-doped CuAg clusters. In the case of the
undoped CuAg clusters, we note that the number of
the NN mixed Cu-Ag bonds has the maximum value
of 21 for the MES of both the Cu4Ag9 and Cu5Ag8

clusters. However, the number of Cu-Cu NN bonds is
9 (6) for the MES of the Cu5Ag8 (Cu4Ag9) cluster.
Though both the Cu5Ag8 and Cu4Ag9 clusters have
equal number of mixed Cu-Ag NN bonds, the Cu5Ag8

cluster has more number of the Cu-Cu NN bonds,
which leads to the higher mixing for the Cu5Ag8 clus-
ter over the Cu4Ag9 cluster. Similar argument is also
valid for the MES of the CdCu5Ag7 cluster, which
also possesses the maximum number of mixed Cu-
Ag NN bonds among the Cd-doped clusters. As the
MESs of the Cr-doped CuAg clusters prefer to adopt
an icosahedral structural pattern with the Cr atom at
the center, the number of Cu-Cr NN mixed bonds
increases monotonically with the increase of Cu con-
centration and reaches the maximum value of 12 for
the Cu12Cr cluster. The maximum strength of the Cu-
Cr NN mixed bonds and their increasing number play
a major role for the enhanced mixing of the Cr-doped
CuAg clusters.

We also analyze the nature of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) as they play an important
role to decide the cluster properties. The HOMO and
LUMO for the CunAg13−n and CdCunAg12−n clus-
ters are mainly formed by the s-orbital of the host’s
constituting atoms, as shown in Section S5 (Fig. 5)
of SI. The Cr-doped clusters, on the other hand, are
characterized by the half-filled valence 1s orbitals of
the host atoms and less than half-filled valence 3d

orbital of the dopant Cr atom. Therefore, while the
HOMO belongs mainly to the host atoms, the LUMO
is more like a s-d hybridized orbital for the Cr-doped



clusters. Further, we study the variation of HOMO-
LUMO gaps with compositions for the MESs of the
three classes of alloyed nano-clusters. The studied sys-
tems being spin-polarized, the determination of the
HOMO-LUMO gaps is rather tricky. Note that we
have considered here the HOMO and LUMO with
respect to the both spin channels in our gap estima-
tion for the ground state structure of each system. We
find that the HOMO-LUMO gaps for the MESs of our
studied undoped CuAg clusters always remain around
0.2 eV. Interestingly, the doped CuAg clusters have
HOMO-LUMO gaps mostly greater than 1 eV. As for
example, the HOMO-LUMO gap varies between 1.03
and 1.26 eV for the Cd-doped CuAg clusters with the
maximum value of 1.26 eV for the CdCu5Ag7 cluster.
For the Cr-doped CuAg clusters, the HOMO-LUMO
gaps are even higher and gradually increase with the
increasing Cu concentration. The HOMO-LUMO gap
for the Cr-doped CuAg clusters series reaches the
maximum value of 1.44 eV for the CrCu12 cluster. The
occurrence of the exceptionally large HOMO-LUMO
gaps for the doped clusters is a manifestation of their
enhanced stability.

For the core-shell like structural patterns of the
alloyed nano-clusters, the interactions at the core-
shell interface play a vital role through charge transfer
between the two species of atoms (Datta et al. 2017).
In order to have some details about the bonding of
the alloyed systems, we have calculated charge den-
sity difference δρ = ρD@CumAgn −ρCum −ρAgn −ρD;
where ρD@CumAgn is the total charge density of the

doped CumAgn alloy cluster, ρCum(ρAgn) is the charge
density of the Cum (Agn) fractional cluster with the
same morphology as in the alloy cluster and ρD is the
charge density of the dopant atom. A positive (neg-
ative) value of δρ would correspond to accumulated
(depleted) charge. Analysis of δρ, therefore, gives
more details about the overall charge redistribution
after alloying. Our calculated δρ values have also been
plotted in Fig. 4 for the MESs corresponding to the
magic compositions for the three classes of the stud-
ied nano-clusters. Among the various species of atoms
involved in the studied alloyed nano-clusters, the Ag
atom possesses the highest electronegativity as seen
from the Table 1. So charge will transfer usually from
Cu to Ag atoms. As a result, the accumulated charge
resides around the surface Ag atoms as shown in the
Fig. 4. For the doped clusters, the accumulated charge
mostly resides in the inter-atomic region between the
dopant atom and its neighbors, which gives rise to the
strong covalent bonding and thereby enhanced mixing
for them.

Dopings in bimetallic clusters versus mono-atomic
clusters of its two constituents

A ultimate and crucial query regarding mixing behav-
ior of any doped bimetallic cluster, would be its
superiority or advantage compared to the same doping
in either of the two mono-atomic clusters of its two
constituent species, having similar size. In this regard,
we have finally calculated another new mixing energy

Cd@Cu  Ag
5 7Cu  Ag

5 8
Cr@Cu  12

Fig. 4 Plot of the charge transfer for the MESs of the magic
compositions of the three systems, that is, Cu5Ag8, CdCu5Ag7
as well as CrCu12 clusters from left to right. The isovalue for the

charge transfer plot, is fixed at 0.003 e−/Å
3

and the accumula-
tion (depletion) of charge is denoted by green (violet) colored
isosurface



for the doped bimetallic CuAg clusters with respect to
the doped mono-atomic clusters of the Cu13 as well as
Ag13 clusters by the following equation :

EDB
m = E(CunAg12−nD) − n

12
E(Cu12D)

−12 − n

12
E(Ag12D) (3)

where E(CunAg12−nD) is the energy of the doped
bimetallic CuAg cluster and E(Cu12D) as well as
E(Ag12D) are the energies of the doped mono-atomic
Cu13 as well as Ag13 clusters, respectively. It is seen
that a -ve value of Em indicates enhanced mixing
for the doped bimetallic cluster with respect to the
two doped mono-atomic clusters, while a +ve value
of Em implies an increased mixing for the doped
mono-atomic clusters compared to the doped bimetal-
lic counterpart. Further, according to the formulation,
the values of Em for the doped mono-atomic clusters,
will be zero. This quantity EDB

m for any doped bimetal-
lic clusters like the doped CuAg clusters of the present
case, actually separates the spurious effect due to the
binding energy of the dopant and the mixing of only
Cu and Ag atoms in the presence of the dopant.

Figure 5 shows the plot of our calculated EDB
m for

both the Cd-doped and Cr-doped CunAg13−n clusters.
It is interesting to note that the two types of dopings
show clearly opposite trend with respect to their mix-
ing property, in the sense that the EDB

m values are -ve
for the Cd-doped CuAg clusters, while it is +ve for the
Cr-doped clusters for all compositions, and ofcourse,
possessses zero values at the end points corresponding
to the “pure” doped CuAg clusters. For the Cd-doped
CuAg clusters, it is also to be noted that the magni-
tudes of EDB

m from the Fig. 5 and Edoped
mix from the

Fig. 3 for the CdCu4Ag8, CdCu5Ag7, CdCu6Ag6 and
CdCu7Ag5 clusters, are almost in the similar range or
EDB

m is larger than Edoped
mix for some of them, though

the EDB
m values have been renormalized to have zero

values at the two end points. Therefore, it is clearly
seen that the overall effects of Cd doping is to enhance
the miscibility of Cu and Ag. On the other hand, it
is seen from the Fig. 5 that EDB

m values are positive
for the Cr-doped bimetallic CuAg clusters except at
the end points. So, the overall effects of Cr doping
in the CuAg cluster, is to weaken the miscibility and
not to enhance it. Rather, it would prefer to dope in

Fig. 5 Plot of the mixing
energy EDB

m for the
Cd-doped (filled squares)
and Cr-doped (open circles)
bimetallic CuAg clusters.
The horizontal dashed line
through zero, is the
reference line
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the mono-atomic clusters of the two constituents, i.e.,
to form Cu12Cr or Ag12Cr cluster. From the mixing
energy plot in the Fig. 3, we have seen that the mag-
nitude of the mixing energy for the Cu12Cr cluster, is
more negative than that of the Ag12Cr cluster. There-
fore, Cr doping in the mono-atomic Cu-cluster, would
be more favorable. It is also seen from the Fig. 5 that
the magnitude of EDB

m values for the Cr-doped clus-
ters, are quite small enough, which indicates that the
Cr doping in the bimetallic CuAg clusters, is not too
unfavorable. Further, the EDB

m values for the Cu-rich
Cr@CunAg12−n clusters are relatively lowerer than
those of the Ag-rich Cr@CunAg12−n clusters.

Magnetic properties

Magnetic properties for nano-materials of reduced
dimension often exhibit unusual behaviors compared
to that of their bulk counterpart and its under-
standing is very crucial, specially for miniaturization
of magneto-electronic instruments. As mentioned in
the “Optimized structures” regarding the magnetic
moments of our studied systems, the undoped CuAg
clusters possess a total magnetic moment of 1 μB

for every composition, while the two doped systems
become nonmagnetic for all their compositions. Qual-
itative understanding of this magnetic behavior for
the CuAg clusters and their Cd-doped counterparts,
is quite straightforward due to rather simple elec-
tronic structure of their constituent atomic species. In
case of the undoped CuAg nano-clusters, the elec-
tronic properties is govern by the unpaired valence
4s electron of Cu atom and 5s electron of Ag atom.
Therefore, the electronic properties of the undoped
CuAg nano-clusters have some similarity with that of
a homogeneous electron gas system, which depands
very much on the total number of electrons present
and whether it is odd or even. Consequently, each of
the studied CunAg13−n clusters containing total 13
valence electrons which is an odd number, will have
a total magnetic moment of 1 μB arising from its one
unpaired s-electron (cf. Fig. 6 of SI). On the other
hand, each doped cluster has 12 atoms from the host
CuAg cluster, which form a spin singlet state. Between
the two dopant atoms, the Cd atom is characterized by
its filled valence 4d and 5s orbitals, while the Cr atom
is characterized by a filled 4s and a less than half-filled
3d orbitals. Therefore, the zero magnetic moment
for the Cd-doped clusters, is readily understandable

as they do not possess any unpaired electron. In the
case of the Cr-doped clusters, on the other hand,
though a Cr atom itself is highly magnetic, the dopant
atom is embedded here within a nonmagnetic metallic
matrix and indeed becomes nonmagnetic as seen pre-
viously for sub-nanometric Ni clusters embedded in
Ag matrix (Garcia-Prieto et al. 2015). Consequently,
each Cr-doped cluster, as a whole, transforms to a non-
magnetic system due to charge transfer between the
dopant atom and the 12 surface atoms. It is to be noted
from the charge density difference plot for the Cr-
doped CuAg clusters (cf. Fig. 4), that the transferred
charge is accumulated mostly around the Cr-atom,
which results in destroying high magnetic character of
the Cr-atom. Our calculations of the optimized cluster
energy as a function of its all possible spin multiplic-
ities, also support the qualitative argument, i.e., zero
net magnetic moment for the MESs of the Cr-doped
clusters, as shown in the Fig. 6 of SI for the magic
composition of the Cr-doped clusters.

For further quantitative details of magnetic prop-
erty, we have analyzed the atom-centered local mag-
netic moment for the optimized structures in the case
of both the undoped as well as doped CuAg clusters
for all compositions, by integrating the spin den-
sity (i.e., ρ(�r) = ρ↑(�r) − ρ↓(�r)) within the PAW
spheres around each constituting atom, which have
radii r0 = 1.5 Å for Ag atoms, r0 = 1.3 Å for Cu
atoms, r0 = 1.58 Å for Cd atom, and r0 = 1.3 Å
for Cr atom. In the case of the undoped CuAg clus-
ter, each constituting atom contains a tiny magnetic
moment of around 0.01−0.02 μB , which arises from
their unpaired s-electron. Further, the atom-centered
magnetic moments are ferromagnetically coupled as
shown in the Fig. 7 of SI. For the doped cluster,
on the other hand, each constituting atom has a zero
magnetic moment which results an overall zero mag-
netic moment for them. Our calculated total density of
states in the Section S6 of SI (Fig. 8) for the magic
composition of the two doped systems, being sym-
metric between the two spin channels, also reveal the
signature of a zero net magnetic moment.

Melting behavior

To examine the effects of the enhanced mixing on
melting properties of the studied clusters, we also
analyze the melting behaviors of the undoped and
doped clusters corresponding to their respective magic



Fig. 6 Variations of total
energy deviation δE (left
panels) and root-mean-
square bond-length
fluctuation δrms (right
panels) as function of
temperature for the MES of
the magic compositions for
the three classes of systems,
i.e., the Cu5Ag8 cluster
from the undoped CuAg
clusters (top panels), the
CdCu5Ag7 cluster from the
Cd-doped CuAg clusters
(middle panels) and the
Cu12Cr cluster from the
Cr-doped CuAg clusters
(bottom panels). The onset
of solid-to-liquid transition
is marked with the inverted
arrow for each case in the
left panels
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composition. Nano-particles with free surface usually
exhibit melting point depression with respect to the
respective bulk phase and the melting temperature
decreases with decreasing particle size as predicted
by theoretical (Couchman and Jesser 1977; Huang
et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2013) and experimental
works (Lai et al. 1996; Bottani et al. 1999) for vari-
ous nano-particles. In contrary, small nano-clusters of
few particular elements like Sn, Ga undergo melting
transition significantly above their bulk melting tem-
perature (Shvartsburg and Jarrold 2000; BreauxG et al.
2003). Furthermore, impurity effects for tuning melt-
ing temperature in the case of mono-atomic clusters
have also been reported previously, such as an increase
of melting temperature for Ag cluster by substitutional
doping with Ni or Cu impurity (Mottet et al. 2005),
decrease of melting temperature for sodium clusters
upon Li or Cs doping (Aguado et al. 2004) are few
examples.

Bulk CuAg system is a binary eutectic system
which has three single phase regions in its phase space
depending upon composition and temperature; namely
a solid solution of Ag in Cu matrix (α), another solid
solution of Cu in Ag matrix (β) and a liquid phase
(Hultgren et al. 1981). These three phases coexist in

equilibrium at the eutectic point of its phase space cor-
responding to an eutectic composition of 71.9 wt% Ag
and eutectic temperature of 779◦ C. Therefore, above
this temperature, both the solid phases transform into
the liquid phase. Note that bulk copper and bulk sil-
ver with face centered cubic lattice structure have
melting temperatures of 1358 K and 1235 K respec-
tively (Kittel 1996), which are clearly higher than the
melting temperature of their binary alloy. Regarding
binary CuAg nano-clusters, its melting behavior has
also been studied previously (Baletto et al. 2003; Hsu
et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2011; Bochicchio and Fer-
rando 2012). In the present section, we will analyze
the effects of the impurity Cd or Cr atom doping on
the melting temperature of the binary CuAg cluster.
We find that besides enhancing the mixing trend of the
binary CuAg nano-clusters, either of the dopings with
Cd or Cr dopant also increases the melting tempera-
ture of the host CuAg nano-clusters. With respect to
the usual depressing trend of melting temperature with
decreasing sizes of nano-clusters, such increase of
melting temperature for the small CuAg nano-cluster
upon the Cd or Cr impurity doping is very demand-
ing for exploiting it to the ultimate miniaturization of
electronic components.



Descriptions of phase transition around melting
temperature are usually presented by ab-initio molecu-
lar dynamic calculations and analyzing some relevant
properties like caloric curve and heat capacity curve
(Kuntová et al. 2008; Lyalin et al. 2009), root mean
square bond-length fluctuation (RMSBLF) (Davis
et al. 1987), pair distribution function (Mariscal et al.
2008), velocity auto-correlation function (Jellinek
et al. 1986) etc. We analyze the melting behavior of
the magic composition for the three classes of nano-
clusters by performing molecular dynamic melting
simulations and calculating their caloric curves as well
as RMSBLF. The caloric curve measures a energy
deviation (Lee et al. 2005), δE defined as δE =<

Etot (T ) > −[E0+(3n−6)KBT ]; where < Etot (T ) >

is the average total energy of the system at tempera-
ture T, E0 is the ground state energy and (3n − 6)kBT

is the vibrational energy in the classical limit. For a
completely solid-like or liquid-like phase, the caloric
curve is a gradual increasing function of temperature,
while for coexisting region around melting tempera-
ture, it shows a drastic variation related to the latent
heat within a small range of temperature. In the case
of nano-particles, the melting does not occur at a dis-
tinct temperature, rather it spreads over a range of
temperature, which is strongly dependent on the size
of nano-particle and also on composition in the case of
alloy nano-particles. The broad range of temperature
arises from the fact of phase coexistence in nano-
particles. The melting range is determined by looking
at changes in the slope of the caloric curve.

To crosscheck our above prediction about melting
temperature using the caloric curve, we have fur-
ther quantified the dynamical properties in terms of a
geometric criterion - “root mean square bond-length
fluctuation” (δrms) which is measured as

δrms = 1

N(N − 1)

∑

i

∑

j 	=i

√
< r2

ij > − < rij >2

< rij >

(4)

where rij is the distance between the i-th and j -
th atoms, N is the total number of atoms and <>

represents the ensemble average at the same tempera-
ture. As the geometric information contained in δrms

is analogous to that of Lindemann-parameter (Lin-
demann 1910) for bulk system, δrms is also called
Lindemann-like parameter for nano-cluster. An abrupt

increase in the value of δrms would signify a solid-to-
liquid like transition. A value of δrms around 0.1−0.15
corresponds to a melting transition for the bulk (Lee
et al. 2005).

Figure 6 shows the plots of δE and δrms for the
MESs of the Cu5Ag8, CdCu5Ag7 and CrCu12 clus-
ters. It is seen from the plot of δE that the temperature
range for melting of the Cu5Ag8 cluster is 640 − 720
K, while it is slightly larger around 850 − 900 K for
the CdCu5Ag7 cluster. On the other hand, the melt-
ing temperature range for the Cu12Cr cluster is 1600
− 1700 K, which is more than double of the predicted
melting temperature of the Cu5Ag8 cluster. Interest-
ingly, the plots of δrms also indicate the similar range
of melting temperature as predicted from the caloric
curve, for the respective system, which validates the
apparent robustness of our predicted melting tempera-
ture range for the three nano-alloy systems. Therefore,
the trend of enhanced mixing for the doped CuAg
nano-clusters is also manifested in the variation of
their melting temperatures.

Summary and conclusions

In conclusion, the present study reports an enhanced
mixing trend for 13-atom sized binary CuAg nano-
clusters by substitutional doping with single Cd or
Cr impurity atom encompassing all possible com-
positions of the two constituents of the binary host
CuAg cluster. All the undoped and doped CuAg clus-
ters adopt a core-shell structural pattern - usually
the most stable configuration for many non-mixing
systems. Both the dopings induce enhanced charge
transfer among the constituent atoms which gives rise
to their enhanced mixing. For the Cr-doped CuAg
nano-clusters, the increasing mixing trend is governed
by the large cohesive energy of Cr and strong Cr-Cu
bonds. Consequently, the Cr doping in the mono-
atomic Cu13 cluster, would be preferred compared to
the Cr dopings in the binary CuAg nano-clusters. On
the other hand, the Cd doping in the binary CuAg
nano-clusters is preferred compared to the Cd dop-
ing in either of the mono-atomic Cu13 or Ag13 cluster.
Finally, we have checked the thermal stability of the
magic compositions for the two doped systems com-
pared to the undoped CuAg nano-clusters. We find
that the doped clusters indeed melt at higher tem-
peratures compared to that of the undoped CuAg



cluster. The present study predicts a novel approach
to increase mixing trend of the binary CuAg nano-
clusters. Further study for its experimental verification
and practical implication is highly desirable.
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